Gold rush:
Disruption and
opportunity in
the OTT market

T

WENTY YEARS AFTER MLB.TV streamed the first regularseason pro sports game, transmitting live events via the
internet continues as a hot topic and a fan-favorite viewing experience. Standing at the confluence of sports, technology and popular culture, the streaming “intersection” has
resumed its intense traffic, as sports — both attending and
watching — roars back with the pandemic easing. The next few
years will witness even more disruption and opportunity. What
factors are likely to have the greatest market impact, with what
outcomes?
TREND NO. 1: Broadcast and cable dominance
of sports distribution is ending.
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n Some traditional players are reducing their
ALLEN
sports involvement, winnowing the sports they
cover as rights fees continue to climb, and focusing on high-visibility game packages rather than
comprehensive coverage.
n Technology companies are stepping up for rights. Notably,
Amazon has bought pro soccer rights packages in European
markets and NFL Thursday Night Football in the U.S. (even
buying Fox out a year early). MLS became the first major U.S.
professional sports league to stream all of its games and avoid
linear broadcasting all together, picking Apple as 10-year exclusive global partner (expect sub-licensing on the horizon); Apple
also secured MLB’s Friday night games package.
n Traditionally run regional sports networks aren’t likely to
survive. RSNs have found cable and satellite operators resisting
paying the ever-increasing distribution fees needed to cover
their large rights bills — while MVPDs’ subscriber bases decline,
losing cord-cutters and cord-nevers. Most RSN owners are looking to sell and/or launching their own streaming services. But
by the ’23-’24 season, expect winning new approaches delivering
for hometown loyalties.
n Teams will go DTC to mine their local markets directly. The
Red Sox and Bruins-controlled RSN (NESN) announced a DTC
service that is not authenticated, a first in major American sports;
other team ownership groups have similar plans.
n Leagues’ DTC services are exploding. MLB considers an
untethered DTC package, while FIFA+ launched in April promising a staggering 40,000 free games per year.
TREND NO. 2: New league-level financing deals will increase
the momentum.
Private equity firms and other financial investors are accelerating purchasing international sports properties, with the
Clearlake Capital-backed Chelsea FC deal the biggest … so far.
Some new structures stop short of acquisition: Spain’s La
Liga sold a share of its media revenue for 50 years to CVC, keeping operating control; Bundesliga is nearing a similar PE deal;
and Barcelona is selling minority slices in its production studios
as well as media rights. Traditionally, leagues then have to go
after even bigger linear license deals, but this round of PEdriven transactions will also see leagues developing or expanding their DTC offerings …
n So that their complete slate of games is available to fans and
in every market;
n To experiment with different forms of monetization; and
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n To control brand presentation and gain
a 360-degree view of their fans. Arguably,
this is the main driver of NFL+. Certainly,
fan data is a key element of value for leagues
and teams, and will be for these investors.
TREND NO. 3: Technology will be the key
factor to deliver revenue.
As advertising cookies are phased out,
contextual ad targeting (entirely new software solutions) becomes key to preserving
and enhancing ad revenue. And the most
widely discussed new revenue sources — VR,
NFTs and gambling — are all dependent on
technology, favoring DTC services. Content
owners don’t want a broadcast partner imposed between their fans and the club’s designated sports book or other partner. Deep
knowledge about fans, with a channel to
activate them, turns technological innovations into money streams.
TREND NO. 4: Fans will continue to demand
innovation.
Despite reported cutbacks in the face of
inflation, the number of subscriptions per
household is steady or climbing. Fans demand simplicity, value and personalization.
Provide those, and there’s no ceiling on
household subscriptions.
Game viewing should be an experience,
not an expedition, and fan irritation grows
as finding where to watch their favorite teams
becomes harder. Expect more bundling of
multiple sports packages; easier tune-in tools;
and more product and pricing choices.
So where does this leave those of us in the

sports industry? First, we must expect disruption to accelerate. Second, for content
owners, this era will require multiple distribution solutions, not just one. Third, teams
and leagues must find the right technology
and operational partner to implement their
DTC vision.
Above all else, success will turn on a maniacal focus on understanding and serving
your fans. For every digital action, see how
you can get more, and more relevant, data
about your fans. Lean into personalization
(of content and functionality) as the way to
incentivize viewers to open up about their
passions. Help fans to see you as a curator
— like Spotify or Netflix — and not just a
content repository like Blockbuster. Keep in
mind that a truly sticky service for fans starts
by providing a place to watch games — but
becomes a winner by offering a destination
that amplifies fans’ passions and connects
them to a community.
Streaming enters its third decade with the
opportunity of youth and the experience to
know where its future lies.
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